
How likely is it for passengers to arrive  
at their destination on time?

Being punctual means that flight arrive at the gate of their destination airport earlier,  
exactly on-time or no more than 15 minutes later than scheduled. Roughly speaking,  
three out of four flights in Europe are on time. The Central Office for Delay Analysis 
(CODA) of EUROCONTROL has calculated that the percentage of on-time flights in  

Europe was 76 percent in 2018.

What are the main causes of delay?
In the CODA statistic – which is based on operational data delivered by the airlines –the 
number one cause of delay is recognized as the airlines themselves. They account for 
43% of delays. Air Traffic Control is accountable for 33.7% of delays, airports (security 

issues included) for 16.1% and weather for 7.3%.
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Is air traffic more punctual than other  
modes of transport?

Yes, it is. As a comparison, only 74.9 percent of the long-distance trains operated by 
Deutsche Bahn  were on time in 2018. How punctual someone driving a car on the Ger-
man road system is depends to a large degree on the individual’s driving style. What can 
be said is that if all the traffic jams that occurred in Germany in 2018 were added together 
they would be 1.58 million kilometres long – a queue that would reach around the earth 

28 times. And car drivers in Germany spent about 459.000 hours in traffic jams in 2018. 
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How is punctuality measured  
within air traffic control?

The European Commission has defined a major mea-
surement parameter, namely air traffic flow mana-
gement delay (ATFM delay), for the air traffic control 
portion of the process. ATFM delay is used to measure 
the effect of air traffic flow management measures 
on flights in the en-route and approach phases. It 
takes into account any postponed departure times, 
effects from overloaded airspace, or influences of in-

clement weather at the destination airport.

Is the current method of  
measuring ATC-related delay  

helpful for the passenger?

From the passengers’ point of view, it is not. EC regu-
lation foresees that delay is measures in terms of mi-
nutes of delay per flight during the en-route phases 
condensed in a target of 0.5 minutes per flight. This is 
neither a reliable predictor of whether the flight will 
land on time nor whether it would have been better 

to take a different mode of transport. 

How important is punctuality to the 
various parties responsible for the air 

transport system?

It is tremendously important. In order to transport 
passengers to their destinations safely and on time, 
all processes on the ground and in the air have to run 
smoothly and without delay. Commercial flights are 
conducted on the basis of flight plans which do not 
figure in any extra time to compensate for possible 

delays. 

How does air traffic control affect punctuality?

In 2018, 95.1 percent of all flights operated in FABEC airspace with less than  
15 minutes of ATFM delay related to air traffic control; 88.4 percent of all flights  

experienced no ATFM delay at all. 

How important is punctuality to 
passengers?

In addition to safe, reliable transport, punctuality is 
the main criteria of quality of service. All passengers 
want to arrive at their destination on time and punc-
tuality is particularly important for connecting flights.
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